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About This Game

Save the Metal, Save the World, Save the Coffee!

Coffee Crisis is a neo-rogue brawler that puts you in the shoes of the only baristas on Earth with enough heavy metal in their
veins to fend off an alien assault. Play solo or join up with a friend to fight across eight unique locations ranging from your
Coffee House HQ to the far reaches of outer space. Go up against an army of wild alien enemies, and the humans they have

brainwashed with a variety of weapons, special moves, suplexes, and coffee!

The Smurglian race has come to Earth and they're not leaving until they steal our three most prized commodities: heavy metal,
free Wifi, and coffee. Crunch through fistfuls of alien meat as you stop their invasion, and enjoy random modifiers to the

enemies and action on each playthrough. It's a totally unique cup of beat 'em up action every time you play!

Features

Tear off fistfuls of alien meat in Neo Rogue Brawler action!

Jam out with a pal in Local Co-Op Play!

Encounter random modifiers that could make you an invincible killing machine or summon a swarm of raging possessed
cowgirls! You'll never experience the same cup of cosmic coffee carnage twice!
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Bang your head to an incendiary heavy metal soundtrack!

Meet heavy metal bands Pyschostick, Lords of the Trident, Nile, and Terrorizer!

Rock out with retro metal influencers!

Already averted the crisis? Come back for more in Death Metal Mode, where the difficulty is cranked to 11!

Twitch/Mixer integration lets you enjoy the game while keeping both hands on your coffee cup!

So grab a hot mug and save the world!
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Title: Coffee Crisis
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mega Cat Studios
Publisher:
Mega Cat Studios, Zerouno Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32bit

Processor: 2.0+ Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5670 1GB DDR3 Sapphire

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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The "games" within this game are nothing more than asset flips. GameTube will serve as little more than a platform to increase
profitability for Fake Games.

The content within this "Game" is complete garbage. Avoid at all costs.. ENG:

The best hunting game on Steam!

FIN:

Paras mets\u00e4stys peli, steamissa!. As someone who has been enjoying RTS games since age 7 in 2000, i must say this is one
of the most underrated RTS games of all time IMO. Give it a try.. The only problem Ive had so far is the uncensored patch but I
finally figured it out. I am most definatly replay this game over and over and I only just finished Daltons arc! Please be a
sequel!. This game is absolutely worth $5 for the amount of hours you can get out of it. It's super simple, yet super effective at
making time fly, tossing you right back into the action as soon as you die without any BS. Controller support is great, feels super
nice in my opinion. Akin to Ruiner, but much simpler, and in a way, better. Constant updates are really nice and a bit surprising,
especially the latest that adds 8 new tracks when it was previously only one track. I'm looking forwards to whatever else these
devs put out.. Another great and absorbing story. I loved seeing the development of the characters, and all ended well. I'm
slightly disappointed I don't have my own dinosaur though. 10\/10.
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Beautiful game and fun. Congrats Devs, you nailed it. Great sense of wonder, wonderful environments, great story, voice acting,
music score and fun gameplay. And it runs very smoothly. This game is a keeper. Just make sure to pick it up when it's on sale..
Nice, where did this one come from? :) a very nice looking horror experience, visuals are good, sounds are good. really well
made, you are locked inside the office, and suddenly things get weird and dangerous, you have to find your way out.

Its worth picking up, especially for the price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TzDNEQCnG0k. Controlls are worst I've ever experianced.. Great couch co-op game!!!!! I had so much fun
playing this game with friends. Same♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over. I tried to like it but I thought to myself, I'd rather just play
Twisted Metal... any Twisted Metal game even the PS1 vesion!. its so facking awesome. I cant find a better game than
BombTag. It is everything that you would want in a game. Endless hours of gameplay and a wonderful community of like 18.
10/10 would recommend to a friend. God bless and goodnight. ;). if you liked Limbo and considering to try this game, do not.
Play Limbo again. The game itself is really fun however the community of players is garbage,

Good:
The Devs of this game do a great job fixing problems, keeping people up to date, and adding new content. The game is actually
really fun when your able to play and it's usually pretty stable for an early access game.

Bad:
The community. I understand the need to be able to kick a player due to ping problems or language however, this feature seems
to get abused by hosts more often than used for its intended purposes. If you decide to join a random lobby instead of creating
your own or playing with your friends, you better not be beating the host or you'll probably be kicked. Taking to long to line up
your shots? You're probably gone. If you get somewhat good at the game (which you will because you'll learn the tricks to most
holes) be prepaired to not finish games in random lobbies if you're beating the host.. The general summary of the plot (spoiler
free) is that you are a relative of a famous artist (your uncle) and when you get to this remote island there are 3 students there
who are girls your age. Your uncle tells you to whip these girls into shape and have them finish their assignment (paint a
particular picture). As time goes on you learn how to motivate each of them along with some character development. You have
3 weeks to do this in game time and that is relevant because much of the content in the novel is repeated as a routine which
takes away from it because of its short length.

Game lasted me about 2 hours and I used the patched adult version just to get all the content out of it. There were very few
choices and the game pace felt very fast. It wasn't bad per say it was just so short and much of the story ended up repeating its
self day in and day out. Definitely buy on sale IMO. There are no "Routes" either the only choice that really felt like it a big
impact was the final choice of the girl you stayed with. There are some choices but they are far and few between and its
difficult to tell if they really have any impact on the ending (but i doubt it).

There were some quirky character elements and some character development but the repetition kind of killed it as your
relationship with the characters just kind of stagnates quickly.

6\/10. Not terrible but below the average bar of a VN for 10$.

If this goes on sale then i'd recommend it as long as your cool with a very short story with few choices. Please note I don't care
about the nudity and eroge so much its just a nice bonus but didn't make the novel any worse or better to me personally but if
the option is free and avaiable i'll take it.
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